THE GREAT IRISH FAMINE
they were merged in the Catholic nations where they could make
a career. Hence the great Irish military names all over Europe.1
But after the Famine all this changed.
The Irish in the new British colonies, notably in Australia,
had a corporate life, accumulated wealth, and rapidly grew to
be of increasing importance. The same is true of Canada.
But the largest emigration of all was to the United States, and
the Irish body there, in spite of a good deal of leakage natural
during the pioneer days from the sparse settlement of the
country, and natural later through the way in which the Irish
lived as labourers in the large towns, became a very large
coherent organization.
Here again an exact numerical estimate is difficult; the Irish
element in a family may be introduced by only one ancestor,
male or female, and yet influence the religion and culture and
political traditions of most of the descendants. One method of
estimating is to take the Catholic English-speaking population
in the Dominions and the United States, but this gives no
just estimate, for two reasons. First, there are to-day con-
siderable elements, German, Polish, and Italian, which are of
Catholic origin but not Irish. Secondly, the practising Catholic
body in any generally Catholic culture is never more than a
fraction: it may be a very large fraction, but it is often a minority,
andlt is never co-extensive with that culture. We continually
find men and women in America who have never heard Mass in
their lives, but who have preserved judgments upon England
and Europe which show the Irish effect working in their family
traditions. If the total expansion be set at twelve millions we
are setting it very much too low; if (as is often done) we put
it at twenty millions we may be putting it somewhat too high;
but the latter estimate is much nearer the truth than the former-
Now, such an Irish body would never have arisen within the
limits of Ireland. There are neither the resources nor the area
for it.
(2) The Maiming of Native Ireland. As a result, direct and
indirect, of the Famine native Ireland within the island which
was the home of the Irish people was maimed, and, as was
once thought, even mortally so. The native Irish language,
1 The head of the O'Neills, the family with the longest and proudest lineage
in Western Europe, is now a Portuguese and bears a Portuguese title, hut with
the ancient name.

